
 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



 



Here is the footage of

Site Safety Forum 2018 for Works Contracts and Property Services 
Contracts

which was held on 3 July 2018

The speaker comes from

China State Construction Engineering (Hong Kong) Ltd

Deputy General Manager of Safety &

Environmental Protection Department

Dr. Ben Ho Chi-wai

His topic is

Safety Management on lifting appliance

rental and supplied by sub-contractor


************************************************


(00:30)

Good afternoon, I am very pleased that

the Housing Department has invited me

to share about safety management

The topic today is

How does our company use the lifting appliance rented

or owned by subcontractors?

What are our corporate requirements

on the safety management of these appliances?

Let’s share it here


I want to share with you an accident

happened on our site before sharing

In this accident, a sub-contractor’s

rental lifting appliance was involved

At that time, it was lifting an I-beam

inside a pipe vertically

The lifting steel wire suddenly broke during the lifting

The lifting wire and the hook fell together

Fortunately, no one was injured in this accident




We would like to share our post-incident analysis here

You may think that this rented appliance was very old

This was not correct

The manufacturing date of this crane was 2013

not too old

For this construction site

about one month before the incident

a registered professional engineer had visited the site

to test the appliance and conduct a thorough inspection

Valid statutory Form 3 and Form 5 were also issued

Afterwards, I also went to the site

to investigate whether the incident involved

any failure of appliance or overload

Both were not found

Let me tell you

This site was very close to the sea

We found that the steel wire on the lifting appliance

aged faster generally than those on other sites offshore

We also noted that the surface of the wire rusted quickly


So after this accident

Our company had developed a management approach

about how to supervise the use of appliances

owned or rented by subcontractors

Our company uses our own appliances

because our company has

our own mechanical department

Supervision of the use of appliances

is very comprehensive

Our company has started to lay down the requirements

of rental appliances for sub-contractor

What are the requirements for the crane?

We have developed a management approach

The purpose of this management approach

is to strengthen our supervision




of the lifting appliance or piling rig

rented or owned by the subcontractors

The main supervision spirit is that

before the machinery is used on site

all the information about that appliance

should be clearly presented and submitted

for approval by the site management

After the appliance is assembled

in addition to the completion of statutory tests

and thorough examinations

pre-use checking should be conducted

to make sure the appliance

is in good working condition on site

The other important point is to ensure

the wire safety devices of the cranes and piling rig

and the setting are all in correct order before operation


The key content has been mentioned

We would request each subcontractor to submit

the information and record of rented appliance or piling rig

at least two weeks before admission to site

This involves an information table

I will show you the table again

After the site management

has approved the machines’ report

we will then arrange

to inform corresponding supervision team

before the machines being admitted to site

The safety department will inform

our company's mechanical department

to arrange designated personnel

after installation of the machine on site

to carry out the first pre-use inspection of the machine

After the first operation of the machine on site

The mechanical department would arrange




monthly inspection on

wires safety devices and on-site installations

I would also like to mention that

lifting appliances or piling rigs

either by rented or owned by subcontractors

shall not be used for more than 15 years

If the service age was exceeded

extra comprehensive inspection

and overhaul report are required

Moreover, our mechanical department

would be invited to conduct an off-site inspection

To ensure this overhaul report

is in line with corporate standard

this 15-year overhaul requirement

is also in line with that of the Housing Department


As for the lorry-mounted cranes

if it would be used on site for a long time

more than two weeks

this management approach would apply

As for the inspectors sent by our mechanical department

to the site to check the rental appliance

or the rental lifting appliance or piling rig

The inspector should be familiar with lifting appliance

and possess at least 10-year relevant working experience

or should be a mechanical engineer

or a foreman level or above

holding a certificate for

construction plant mechanic skilled trade test

by Construction Industry Council trade test

also known as the Construction Plant Mechanic

with at least four-year relevant working experience

The inspector should also be familiar with the law

and hold a safety supervisor certificate




We have just mentioned

before the machine is allowed to enter the site

the site must ensure that

the basic information of the machine

lifting wire or other information are complete

Basic information includes the model, manufacturer

subcontractor, mechanical model number

year of production, mechanical service hours, etc.

In addition, some useful data of main wire

auxiliary wire and control wire

As well as the maintenance records of machines

the mechanical operation manual, etc.

The whole set of documents should be checked

and approved before being operated on site

After the machine installation has been completed on site

In addition to the statutory tests and thorough inspections

which are conducted by registered professional engineers

Before the use of the machine on site

the inspectors of our mechanical department will check

the wire, the warping drum, the sheave, that is, the pulley

and related hooks, safety devices

and their on-site locations

and enclosure, extension of outriggers

and the statutory forms

to make sure everything is in place

then the machine can be officially operated on the site

As mentioned earlier, the used machine

will be checked by the Mechanical Department

They will go to the construction site

and check the contents of the checklist

at least once a month


Finally, let me introduce the main point to everyone

That is, when our mechanical inspection personnel

going to the construction site




to inspect the wires of these cranes

They will release the wires from the warping drum

and conduct a visual inspection and a measurement

This is the end of my sharing

Responding to the host’s request

to ask everyone a question

As I have mentioned earlier

our company uses rented machines

that is, cranes or piling rigs

Over certain service age, overhaul records

for the machine would be required

How long is that service age?

The service age is aligned with

the requirements of the Housing Department contract

This gentleman right there please

15 years

I love challenging the audience

as I did in the previous years

Give you one more chance

15 years

No more challenge now

You are correct

Thank you

This is the end of my sharing

Thank you


Thank you for watching


(09:15)




